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To all whom it inctly conce772. 
Be it known that we, EDWARD KoHLER, of 

861 Chester street, West Oakland, California, 
United States of America, and MORRIS TACH 
MAN, of 1810 Laguna street, San Francisco, 
California, United States of America, have in 
vented certain new and useful Improvements 
in Sewing-Machines, of which the following is 
a specification, the said improvements being 
embraced in the Letters Patent of Great Brit 
ain No. 6,295, of April 29, 1887. 
This invention relates to that class of sew 

ing-machines in which a single thread for the 
production of a chain-stitch is used, the prin 
cipal objects of the invention being to in 
crease the Speed of Working and to improve 
the strength and quality of the sewing. 
Our invention is applicable to various con 

Structions of single-thread sewing-machines 
in which a horizontal shaft is provided below 
the table. To this shaft we fit a driver for 
rotating a loose looper of peculiar construc 
tion. This looper works in a fixed circular 
race, in front of which the vertical needle vi 
brates, to present its open loop to the nose of 
the looper. 
We have not considered it necessary to show 

our invention as adapted to a sewing-ma 
chine, as the only change necessary for its 
adaptation is the fitting of the ordinary looper 
shaft with a driver for rotating the looper. 
The rotation of this looper will be continuous, 
and no change will be required in the timing 
of the reciprocating needle or in the timing 
of the feed. 
Our improved looper is nearly annular in 

form, its perimeter extending over rather more 
than three-quarters of the circle. The nose 
of the looper is pointed and is of its greatest 
thickness vertically-that is, in the direction 
of the length of the needle-near its nose. 
From the nose the looper gradually decreases 
in vertical thickness and increases in lateral 
thickness to its heel, so as to open out... the 
loop of the needle, and at its heel the looper 
is forked for the purpose of providing a space 
for the needle to pass into within the plane 
of rotation of the looper, in order to take the 
last-formed loop from the looper. The looper 
is secured in its circular race by a retaining 
ring, which fits an annular rabbet in the face 

sented to the looper. 

of the race, and the race we preferably form 
in one with the front bearing of the shaft upon 
which the looper-driver is mounted. 

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 
shows the rotary looper inside, plan, and edge 
views, constructed on a scale to take loops 
of twine such as is used in sewing Sacks. 
Fig. 2 shows the looper, its race, and driver in 
elevation and in sectional plan, the ring which 
retains the looper in its race being removed 
in the elevation to show the looper more 
clearly. Fig. 3 is a sectional elevation of the 
looper and its race, taken in the plane of the 
axis of the driving-shaft. Fig. 4 shows the 
driver detached in side and edge views. Figs. 
5, 5, 6, 6, 7, 7, 8, and 9 show the needle, the 
looper, and its driver in the successive posi 
tions which they take up during the formation 
of a stitch, the looper being represented in 
side view in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, and in plan 
at Figs. 5", 6", and 7. 

Referring now to Figs. 2 and 3, A is the 
loose looper set in its race B, which is made 
fast to the framing C of the machine. 
D represents a horizontal shaft, on the end 

of which the driver Eis mounted. The driver 
and the looper are so shaped with respect to 
each other as to provide for a loose interlock 
ing of the parts, a slight play being allowed 
to provide for the free passage of the thread 
between them. 
F is the vertical eye-pointed needle. 
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G indicates the table for supporting the 
work, which may be fed forward in the direc 
tion of the arrow, Fig. 7, either by a top or 
under feed device. 
The form of the looper A is peculiar, and 

will be best understood by reference to Fig. 
1. The nose a of this looper is bent outward 
to meet the needle on its descent and pass 
through the loop which the needle has just 
brought down through the Work and pre 

The tail end of the 
looper is forked, the outer prong, (t', being 
somewhat shorter and narrower than the in 
ner prong, (t, for the purpose to be presently 
explained. The thickness of the looper is, 
as will be seen, greatest vertically near the 
point or nose, and is decreased in Vertical 
thickness from the point to the heel, while its 
lateral thickness is increased at the forked 
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part, and it the rely serves to spread the loop 
as the looper in its rotation passes through 
it. An opened loop is thus presented to the 
point of the needle at each succeeding de 

up the loop as the looper leaves it to entel' the 
next succeeding loop formed by the needle. 

scent of the same for the purpose of taking 

393,766 

from the prong (t' of the looper, the leedle 
having (les("elded to a position for taking up 
the slack. 

Fig. 9 shows the position of the parts when 
the looper has passed through the loop and 
the pull of the descending needle as draw, 
the loop from the longer prong, ?t', of the 

The face of the looper is rabeted to per 
in it of its lying close against the retaining 
ring 13', which is shown in place in Fig. 
detached and in side view at Fig. 3", 
liveri (shown detached at Fig. 4) is so 
shaped as to form with the race a bed for the 
looper. 

It leaves the looper free to yield to the drag 
of the loop, and thereby leave room for the 
loop to escape from the tail of the looper. 
have said that the prongs ?t' (t' are of diffe'. 
ent lengths. This provides for the loo) is a \- 
ing the looper gradually, the needle in its le. 
scent taking 1) the slack as the threal es 
apes from the roig (t', and thereby ('coin)- 
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mencing the operation of tightening the 

next opens out it loop for the loope' to take 
looper. The return movement of the needle 

up, which will be effected by the continued 
action of the driver bringing the nose of the 

I looper into the position shown at Fig. 2, when 
I the operations above described will be Je 

Its extremity estrikes the tail (of 
the looper and causes it to revolve in its race, 

teedle to the position of Fig. 3, while the last 
It 

With 
and the shouldere of the liv ("are severally 

stitch before the loo, finally escapes from the 
tail of the looper'. 

needle and for the escape of the loop from 
the looper. To prevent the loop being caught. 
by the angle formed by the recess, the angle 
is extended outward, as a finger, at l', which 
will guide the escaping loop out of the 
when being drawn up to tension. 

"Ge. 

We will now explain the action of the mech 
anism, reference being had to Figs, 2, 5, 6, 7, 
S, and 9. ; : 
Fig.2 shows the needle raised from its low 

The '('e B is recessed, as 
at b, to provide free play for the descending 

peated. The completion of the stitch, it will 
be uniderstood, is effected by the rise of the 

formed loop is retained upon the icole'. 
will be seen that the tail end, ?t', of the looper 

rounded off. This facilitates, the passage of 
tle (Scalping loo) fron is tweet these two 
("Ol) tact-Su?aces. ; ; ; ; ; 

liaving now particularly described and as 
c(rtained the 1:ut 'e () f ( i i" said it vention 
that in What name I'tile stile is it (), ) ( ; pi 
foil) (c., we decline that \vat W( (liti) is 

l. Tic (on)ination, with t ( ' ('el3, of it is 
loose looper A. and the rotary drive)' for o 

est position and presenting a loop to the 

O 
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looper, the nose of which is just entering the 
loop. 

Fig. 5 shows the nose of the looper fairly 
through the loop. 

Fig. 6 shows the position of the parts when 
the needle has risen to its highest position 
and tightened the stitch. At this time the 
looper has passed half-way through the loop, 
and the broad or forked part of the looper is 
now presented to the loop for the purpose of 
opening it out and presenting it to the needle. 

Fig. 7 shows the position of the parts after 
the feed has taken place, the looper holding 
the opened-out loop in an inclined position, 

(; l'ect na’s lit illings, O'll certy Li?t te, Lo ready for the descending needle to enter it 
and carry through the next succeeding loop 
for presentation to the lose of the looper. 

Fig. S shows the loop in the act of escaping 

era ing the iotope', substantially, as described, 
said too (1' consisting of an open ring having 
its forward end ()), lose pointed to enter the 
loop fined by the needle, and its real' end 

3 or heel forked to permit the passage of the 
needle through the loop held by the looper, 

8 5 s 

the verticial thickness of said looper decreas 
ing from near the point to the heel and its 
lateral thickness increasing at the forked heel 
to open out the loop), subst:unitially as de 
scribed. 

2. The comination, with the race 3, of the 
loose looper A. ("() sisting of an open ring 
having its nose pointed to eiter the loop 
formed by the needle and its heel broadlenel 
and folk ('d to permit the passage of the nee 
dile through the loop held by the looper, one 
prong of said fork being shorter than the 
othe)', substantially as described. 

EDWAIR) () ER. 
WORRIS AC MAN. 

Wit Inc'sses: 
A. C. BISHO), 

(lo). 
ORI.AND 1). OR VIs, 

St. (?et) refe’s Club, Lolot. 
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